Emotional priming of facial affect identification in schizophrenia.
Twenty-three schizophrenia subjects were compared with healthy and clinical control subjects on an emotional priming task. Positive and negative emotional facial expressions were presented as primes, followed by a neutral pattern mask, then an emotionally neutral face as target. The prime-mask-target sequence was arranged to allow conscious perception of only the targets. Subjects had to judge if they had seen a pleasant or an unpleasant facial expression. All subjects judged the neutral target as significantly more unpleasant when negative emotional facial expressions were presented as primes as compared with positive or neutral facial expressions as primes. This judgment shift was significantly stronger in schizophrenia subjects than in control subjects. The stronger priming of schizophrenia subjects may reflect a stronger influence of automatically processed emotional stimuli on judgments. We suggest that increased spreading activation of emotional information might be related to low social/emotional functioning of the individual with schizophrenia.